Re: Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Request No. 2008USMS11940

The United States Marshals Service is responding to your request for a copy of videotape No. 403, INTERPOL; a copy of the Marshals Service Video Library listing; and a copy of the accessioning and deaccessioning policy for the Marshals Service Video Library.

Pursuant to your request, the Marshals Service conducted a search of its files in the Marshals Service Training Academy and located one videotape as well as 19 pages of documents responsive to your request. These 19 documents are being released to you. However, the names and information identifiable to third-party individuals have been deleted pursuant to exemptions 6 and 7(C) of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552(b).

Exemption 6 allows an agency to withhold matter contained in personnel, medical, and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Exemption 7(C) allows an agency to withhold records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, to the extent that the disclosure of such records or information could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Videotape No. 403, INTERPOL, originated with or contains information which originated with the United States National Central Bureau (INTERPOL). Pursuant to 28 C.F.R. 16.4 and/or 16.42, this videotape and a copy of your request letter has been referred to INTERPOL for disclosure determination and direct response to you.

The Marshals Service Training Academy does not have a policy regarding the accession or deaccession of the videotapes it uses for training purposes. Additionally, there are no records indicating why videotape 403, INTERPOL, was removed from the Marshals Service
Many of the videotapes on the enclosed listing of the Marshals Service Video Library originated with other government agencies, or commercial firms. If requested, videotapes originating with other government agencies would have to be referred to the originating agency for disclosure determination. Due to copyright laws, videotapes originating with commercial firms should be requested directly from the originating firm.

Upon review of this listing of videotapes, we believe that disclosure of some of the videotapes, if requested, would most likely be protected in part or in their entirety pursuant to exemptions 2 and 7(E) of the FOIA. Exemption 2 allows an agency to withhold matter related solely to internal rules and practice. The material protected by this provision meets the test of "predominant internality" set forth in Crooker v. BATF, 670 F.2d 1051 (DC Cir. 1981), as disclosure would compromise the effectiveness of the specific law enforcement guidelines, techniques, and procedures depicted in this training material for law enforcement officers. Exemption 7(E) allows an agency to withhold law enforcement information which would disclosure guidelines or techniques and law enforcement procedures if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. Also, certain limited information would likely be protected pursuant to exemption 7(C) which allows an agency to withhold law enforcement information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Additionally, requested tapes would have to be reviewed for copyright law protections, as well as privileged, commercial information, the disclosure of which would cause substantial commercial harm resulting from the loss of their market value.

If requested, the final determination of what portions, if any, of these videotapes will be disclosed will be made upon receipt of a specific request and our actual viewing of the responsive videotapes. Additionally, costs for review and reproduction of any requested videotapes would have to be determined after a specific request is received.

If you are dissatisfied with my action on this request, you may appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information and Privacy, United States Department of Justice, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 11050, Washington, DC 20530-0001, within 60 days of the date of this letter. Both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Appeal." In the event you are dissatisfied with the results of any such appeal, judicial review will thereafter be available to you in the United States District Court for the judicial district in which you reside or have your principal place of business, or in the District of Columbia.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM E. BORDLEY
Associate General Counsel/FOIPA Officer
Office of General Counsel

Enclosures
USMS TRAINING ACADEMY VIDEO LIBRARY

FORMAT DEFINED:
TAPE NUMBER & TITLE: Corresponds to tape number
SOURCE: The producer and sponsor of the tape requested.
DATE: The date the tape was produced or distributed as can best be determined or the notation “UNKNOWN” if the date cannot be determined.
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A short description of the content of the tape and the purpose for which it is used in USMS training.

TAPE NUMBER & TITLE:

101- Restraints
SOURCE: VARIOUS
DATE: Various
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Demonstrates the proper use of restraints and how prisoners escape from restraints and news article on DUSM FRAKES.
   1. Two Chicago area TV News articles on the death of DUSM Frakes.
   2. A demo showing how prisoners undo restraints with a paperclip.
   3. A shortened version of the E/VA video with the prisoner demonstrating to DUSMs how prisoners get out of restraints.
   4. A BOP training video on strip search procedures for male and females.

102- Anatomy of Three Officers Killed By Handcuffed Suspect
SOURCE: In The Line Of Duty, Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Suspect has a history of violent behavior (stomped puppies to death and assaults on police officers); is arrested with an arsenal of weapons after murdering his girlfriend’s 4 year son by shooting him in the face; tries to get out of handcuffs when they were behind his back after initial arrest; suspects act friendly to the police and leads them to believe he will be cooperative to prevent himself from being taken directly to the jail; tries to escape with hands cuffed in front of him when they returned to the crime scene and is then later brought back to another crime scene by same homicide detectives with his hands cuffed in front. Suspect has been searched but detectives miss a handcuff key on a chain around the suspect’s neck. After detectives put suspect in their car to leave the scene, he gets out of his cuffs using the key, takes one of the detectives handguns from his shoulder rig and kills both detectives. He then kills a state trooper who later makes a traffic stop. The officer is killed while still seated in the front seat of his patrol car. Good quote from video: “The most treacherous people can be the nicest people.”
103-Restraints
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: 1989
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Demonstrates the proper use of restraints and the USMS policy on restraints.

104-Aids Bulletin for Law Enforcement
SOURCE: Florida Dept. of Law Enforcement (FDLE)
DATE: 1988
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Warns of the various ways LEO can be exposed to AIDS through contact or when handling prisoners with HIV/AIDS and the ways to prevent exposure.

105-Aids Awareness & Prevention Training Program
SOURCE: U.S DEPT. OF JUSTICE AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA SECTION
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Warns of the various ways LEO can be exposed to AIDS through contact or when handling prisoners with HIV/AIDS and the ways to prevent exposure.

106-National Prisoner Transportation System (NPTS)
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: 1986
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of prisoner handling during transport and the operation of the NPTS and the duties and responsibilities of Deputy U.S. Marshals (DUSMs) in relation to the NPTS.

107-Con-Air: America's Best kept Secret
SOURCE: ABC-TV Network
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A network piece about the NPTS and the USMS role and duties in association with the NPTS flight operations. Used to familiarize students with the air operations branch of the USMS of which they interact.

108-Electronic Restraint Stunbelt-React System
SOURCE: STUN TECH, INC.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A promo for the React System Stun Belt by the manufacturer - STUN TECH

109-Prisoner Suicide Prevention-720 Deadly Seconds
SOURCE: LA Educational Media
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An educational video on the signs to look for to determine if a prisoner may be suicidal and precautions a law enforcement agency should have in place to prevent a suicide.
110-Deadly Enemy: Bloodborne/Airborne Pathogens
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: A video taped PowerPoint Presentation overview of bloodborne/airborne pathogens that law enforcement agents are commonly exposed to. It describes the three primary diseases, AIDES, TB & Hepatitis, and concentrate on the ways it is transmitted, now law enforcement officers are exposed to it and how to prevent it.

111-E/VA Prisoner Removing Restraints
SOURCE: USMS District of Eastern Virginia(E/VA)
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: A cooperating inmate demonstrates escape techniques to DUSMs in the E/VA using USMS restraint gear. Used to reinforce upon DUSMs prisoner security lessons.

112-Bloodborne Pathogens for Law Enforcement
SOURCE: Coastal Training Technologies, Corp.
DATE: 1998
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: Covers the various types of airborne pathogens that are common place in today's society and are the same pathogens that law enforcement officers come into daily contact with as they deal with the public. It also discusses how to avoid contamination by these pathogens during the course of their work day through various types of situations.

113-BOP Inmate Describes Escape & Weapons Making Techniques
SOURCE: BOP
DATE: Unknown

114-Interview of Prison Escapee
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: Interview of cooperating inmate who describes his escape in detail. Gives his thought process leading up to decision to escape, observations of guards, planning, and how he carried out the escape. Occurred during the inmates transportation in a prisoner transport van. Used to reinforce prisoner security lessons.

115-Analysis of Officers Killed Handling Prisoners
SOURCE: AIM Inc. (Law Enforcement Training Films)
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: Re-enactment portrayals by actors of real life occurrences where law enforcement officers were killed in the line of duty while handling
prisoners in everyday situations that most officers think are safe. Example is an officer killed while giving a prisoner a DUI test in the police station. DUI suspect takes the officer’s gun away while being tested and kills the officer.

116-Silent War: Understanding Contagious Diseases
SOURCE: On Guard, Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENT OF TAPE: An overview of bloodborne/airborne pathogens that law enforcement agents are commonly exposed to. It describes the three primary diseases, AIDS, TB & Hepatitis, and concentrate on the ways it is transmitted, how law enforcement officers are exposed to it and how to prevent it. There are interviews with law enforcement officers who have been exposed and how it happened including putting their hand in a prisoner’s pocket to do a search and getting stuck with a syringe needle.

124-Restraints
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Used to teach DUSMs and demonstrate to DUSMs the proper way to restrain prisoners in differing circumstances and the USMS policy in this regard.

201-Stun Gun
SOURCE: NOVA Technologies
DATE: 1984
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Introduces the XR-5000 Stun Gun and describes its uses, applications, effect, engaging and disengaging techniques, follow-up care, and legal aspects. Used to familiarize DUSMs in the use of the XR-5000 Stun Gun.

202-Real Life Uses of OC Spray
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: 05-19-92
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Law enforcement video of an inmate who will not come out of his cell in a state prison. Prison tape is used as evidence in case of civil rights litigation.

203-OC Spray Training Video
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of USMS Policy as it pertains to the use of OC Spray: the proper use, techniques and after-care of the sprayed person.

204-Expandable Baton
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Training film on the USMS Policy concerning the expandable baton and the proper use & techniques.
205-Weapon Retention
SOURCE: MTI Teleprograms Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An old weapon retention instructional tape. Has a good actor portrayal scene at the beginning showing prisoners practicing taking an officer's weapon away using the officer's own search techniques that are used everyday by police.

206-Weapon Retention
SOURCE: LETN
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview on reading non-verbal cues of people who police approach; proper positioning to protect their weapons; and techniques to retain their weapons when attacked. Has good video clip of mentally deranged homeless person who took a weapon from a police officer and killed him and his partner.

207-Ultimate Survivors
SOURCE: Calibre Press, Inc.
DATE: 1991
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Stories of Law Enforcement Officers who have faced death in the performance of their duties. Calibre Press uses interviews and re-enactments to tell the story of four "survivors" of traumatic life threatening incidents while carrying out their law enforcement duties. Used to teach DUSMs officer survival, mental & physical fitness, and the will to live in order to save their lives in a dangerous situation.

208-LETN (Law Enforcement Television Network)- "Murder On Tape" (Lundsford Shooting)
SOURCE: LETN
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A discussion and breakdown of the video of Officer Lundsford's murder by three passengers in a car he stops. Also dissects another nearly similar situation using officer's video where that officer maintains good tactics when and lives during a face-to-face shootout. The officer has running commentary of his thoughts and actions during the video.

209-ATF Psyche of Survival
SOURCE: ATF
DATE: Unknown

210-Firefight
SOURCE: FBI
DATE: 1988
211-Abortion Clinic Protest
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Cam-Corder tape of segments of abortion center protests and activities outside of the security perimeter leading up to the actual non-violent assault on the clinic. Clinic security cameras video tape approach to the clinic and the arrest by local police and DUSMs. Shows arrests of protestors in hallway who are holding on to each other to prevent arrest.

212-LA Riots
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Police video of police clearing streets of non-violent protestors and spectators and the police techniques that are used. Video of burning cars and bldg.s are in the background.

213-Contact & Cover
SOURCE: In the Line of Duty, Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Discusses the tactic of “contact & cover” when more than one police officer is dealing with one or more suspects. Uses real footage of incidents and then portrays different situations and how “contact & cover” should be used. The tape was produced following a rash of police murders where there were several instances around the country, especially San Diego, resulted in the murder of two or more police officers by one or more suspects because of bad tactics. Officers were getting divided and conquered by suspects because they were both dealing with suspects individually with no one observing.

214-Protestors at DC Courthouse
SOURCE: Various News Organizations
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Shows rioters and protestors outside of the DC Superior/District courthouses and their arrests by DUSMs.

215-Kehoe Brothers Shootout with Police During Traffic Stop
SOURCE: In The Line Of Duty, Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A detailed dissection of the confrontation between two traffic officers and the extreme Militia members, the Kehoe brothers and the two ensuing shootouts. Both are shootouts at point blank range: one with handguns at the initial traffic stop and the second when an officer drives up on the Kehoe brother who is still in the suspect vehicle where he fires a .223 round through the driver’s side windshield of the police car as the officer
dives out. The subsequent search of the vehicle finds numerous guns, vests, ammo, a FBI raid jacket and a USMS belt badge and a USMS credential case with USMS badge.

216-I-95 Vehicle Stop by Georgia State Patrol (GSP)
SOURCE: GSP
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: The raw video as recorded by the GSP Trooper’s dash camera, of the traffic stop and subsequent agreement of the driver that the Trooper could search the car. As the Trooper approaches the passenger side of the stopped vehicle, he observes that the passenger has a gun in his hand. After over 30 pleas by the Trooper to put the gun down and after the passenger raises the gun toward the window, the Trooper shoots the passenger. The video shows subsequent events after the shooting such as the backup officer and the ambulance and the Trooper’s administering first aide. Used by the USMS for Officer Safety and Survival classes.

217-Radical Abortion Protestor
SOURCE: Sixty Minutes
DATE: 07-99
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Interview of anti-abortion priest by Dan Rather where the priest states that if they kill a federal agent (DUSM) who is guarding an abortion clinic or doctor under federal court order while they are trying to kill the doctor, that the death of the federal agent (DUSM) is considered “collateral damage.”

218-Command & Control Procedures-The FACE Video
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of the USMS Emergency Response Plan that concentrates on mass protest/riots and mass arrests and how the USMS will handle them.

219-Surviving Edged Weapons
SOURCE: Calibre Press, Inc.
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Speaks of the “knife culture” or the class of criminals and predators that are extremely proficient with knives and the use of a knife as the weapon of choice. Discusses how law enforcement officers don’t respect the hidden threat of a knife and the proficient knife user as a deadly threat and how officers are tactically unsound in their approach to these types of criminals. “Edged weapons” can be knives, glass shards, box cutters, razors, swords, etc. Discusses defensive tactics in approaching people who have or who are suspected to have an edged weapon and defensive moves to avoid being cut or stabbed during an edged weapon attack. Tape is used to teach DUSMs officer safety and defensive tactics classes.

220-Virginia State Police Shootout During Traffic Stop
SOURCE: Virginia State Police
DATE: 1992
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A traffic stop that erupts into a short tussle when officer prepares to do a pat-down and then quickly erupts into a face-to-face shootout.

221-DEFENSIVE TACTICS & TACTICAL SCENARIOS
SOURCE: L.O.D., Inc. & Dept. Of Public Safety-Tyler
DATE: unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Four real life videos of police officers being physically attached in the line of duty:
1. Traffic officer attempting to make a DUI arrest is sucker punched and hit 33 times by professional body builder before a truck driver subdues the attacker.
2. Booking officer is attacked by arrestee who pulls a knife from his pants pocket in the booking area while the booking officer is in the process of processing the arrestee. The officer is stabbed while trying to defend himself.
3. Booking officer is sucker punched in the booking area while processing an arrestee for DUI.
4. Traffic officer is attacked by the passenger of a vehicle that has been pulled over. While a backup officer is covering the driver at the rear of the vehicle, the lead officer is trying to convince the passenger to get out of the front passenger seat. As the passenger gets out he attacks the officer immediately going for the officers gun and trying to sucker punch the officer with the other fist.

222-FBI Shooting
SOURCE: Dade County Police Department
DATE: 1989
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: The filmed presentation on accident scene investigation by a Dade County Police Evidence technician who describes the events leading up to the shootout and the follow-up investigation at the scene. Video of the crime scene is used with audio from callers to 911 describing the shooting as it happened. Used to teach DUSMs officer safety and proper felony stops.

223-A FBI Shooting-Raw Footage Of The Crime Scene
SOURCE: Dade County Police Department
DATE: 1989
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: The raw footage of the approach to the shootout area and the shootout scene along with the FBI radio tapes from the FBI agents as they followed the suspect’s car and then the recorded 911 tapes of witnesses at the scene surrounding the shootout events.

224-“Operation Rescue” Training Video/Baton Carry Techniques
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Starts out with clips from Operation Rescue members who filmed two mass arrest sit-ins by anti-abortion protestors and the tactics used by the police to breakup the protests and criticisms of the police tactics. Centers on the fact that the protestors
use passive resistance techniques such as holding on to each other as the police attempt to separate them and the "going limp" resistance technique and the "pain compliance" techniques the police are using. The video then moves onto a demonstration of the proper way for two police officers to use two police riot batons to thread through a protesters arms after they are cuffied in the rear, how to lift them off the ground and then how to carry them using the two batons.

227-Unedited Tape of Shooting of South Carolina (SC) State Trooper
SOURCE: SC State Patrol
DATE: 1992
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Raw, unedited police vehicle video/audio tape from SC State Trooper's patrol vehicle as he is murdered by the driver of a vehicle he stopped on I-95. Tape continues through his calling for assistance and his death as fellow law enforcement officers arrive and attempt to keep him alive. Used to demonstrate to DUSMs the need for proper techniques when making vehicle stops or approaching suspected criminals.

228-Taped Murders of Store Clerks and Civilian
SOURCE: FBI
DATE: Unknown

229-Felony Stops
SOURCE: Drug Enforcement Administration
DATE: Unknown

230-Vehicle Stops & Techniques
SOURCE: DEA-Office of Training
DATE: Unknown

301-Protective Security Formations
SOURCE: U.S. Dept. of State
DATE: Unknown

302-Protective Vehicle Formations
SOURCE: U.S. Dept. of State
303-Applications of PST
SOURCE: Various
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT:
1) Attempted assassination on Prince Charles as he approached an outside podium to speak.
2) “Patriot Games” (movie) scene that depicts an assault on a British Royalty motorcade.
3) Analysis of Herrhausen assassination by Red Army Faction while in an armored vehicle with a protection detail.

304-USMS Foot Formation and Vehicle Tactics
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Instructional tape with several parts. It is actually a video of a USMS Protective Services Training class in action and is used to introduce other classes to the training regimen when the Protective Services Physical Exercise (PE) class is given which is the culmination of the classroom instruction. The video demonstrates motor vehicle formations and tactics, vehicle/foot tactics, reactions to sniper attacks on the motorcade and reaction to a ground attack on the motorcade. Also demonstrates vehicle tactics such as J-turns and the use of smoke and flashbangs to escape from roadblocks using a motorcade or when the limo is unprotected by a follow-car. The final segment shows how to load flashbangs and smoke and how to use the control panel in the car to launch flashbangs and smoke during a get-away from an attack.

305-Assassination Attempts
SOURCE: Various Unidentified News Organizations
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: News organization video/audio clips of assassinations and attempted assassinations from around the country and world. Most are also used in tape #316. Includes assassination or attempted assassination of Governor George Wallace, former Turkish Prime Minister Itchavit (sp), Japanese language news clip of attempted assassination of a Western Diplomat, attack on South Korean President Park, and attack on the Philippines’ Imelda Marcos. Used to illustrate to DUSMs the ease with which assassins can attack dignitaries in public settings.

306-WITSEC
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of the USMS Witness Security Program including the Program’s importance, mission, guidelines, and operating procedures. Used to familiarize
DUSMs with the USMS’s Witness Protection Program.

315-“Patriot Games” (Video clip)
SOURCE: Major Movie Studio
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Shows 3 scenes that depict PST problems and concerns:
1) Ambush of motorcade
2) Ambush of prisoner transport convoy at a choke point (draw bridge)
3) Ambush of principle on busy highway by assassins

316-Cause of Assassination/Methods of Attack
SOURCE: Various News Networks, Local News Stations, and Foreign Press
DATE: Unknown

319-Baton Rouge/David Friedlander-Assassination Attempts
SOURCE: Various Local TV News Stations
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: News footage from various local TV news stations showing the assassination of a child molester/kidnapper by the victim’s father as he was being returned to Baton Rouge, LA by local detectives. The assassination occurs as the detectives and fugitive have deplaned at the airport and walk down the airport passageway in front of pay phones. Used to demonstrate to DUSMs awareness when moving prisoners in public areas and when protecting dignitaries in public areas.

320-Jerry Parr Discusses Reagan Assassination (Attempt)
SOURCE: Secret Service (SS)
DATE: Unknown

401-Birddog-360
SOURCE: Company Instructional Tape
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A “How To Install and Use” instructional tape put out by the company that makes the Birddog-360 Tracking Device. Also shows surveillance methods used and how to use the Birddog-360 to achieve this surveillance.
402-EPIC Training & Orientation
SOURCE: Multiple Federal Agencies
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of EPIC, its services and procedures to use those services.

403-INTERPOL
SOURCE: INTERPOL
DATE: 1991

404-Bird Dog 360 Tracking Device
SOURCE: Company tape
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Instructs in the use of the Bird Dog 360 tracking device.

406-Violence Prone Groups
SOURCE: Various Network News reports and special reports
DATE: Various unknown dates
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of various prison gangs and violence prone groups, their leaders, methods of operations, areas of influence and acts of violence committed by them. Features EME, motorcycle gangs, Nuestra Familia, Black Guerrilla Family, Aryan Nation, and militias. Used to familiarize DUSMs with violence prone individuals and groups that they will be hunting or handling in their fugitive and prisoner transport duties.

407-WACO-ATF
SOURCE: CNN & CBS News
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Continuous real-time news reports on the day the ATF attempted to serve a search warrant on the Davidian Compound that resulted in the standoff. Interviews with David Koresh on the phone that day after the shootout with the ATF ended. Also a CBS news report about the first day of the standoff and a history of the Branch Davidian Cult.

408-Bldg. Entries & Scams to Avoid Bldg. Entries
SOURCE: Various
DATE: Various
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT:
1) TV shows showing DUSMs entering door to arrest-bad example. People walking around uncontrolled-bad tactics.
2) TV news article on USMS scam using a contest where the winner would win free trips. Only sent to wanted fugitives. Scam is used for safety. Prevents entering houses. Winner thinks he going an airplane so doesn't bring any weapons.
3) DUSM posing as a mailman. Gets occupants to come to the door. Avoids having to enter the house. Also, other scam ideas.
4) The Redskins scam in DC

409-Posse Comitatus-One Half Hour In North Dakota
SOURCE: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of the militant Posse Comitatus group.

410-Idaho (Ruby Ridge) TV News Clips
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown

411-Informants
SOURCE: Sixty Minutes
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Expose on the use of informants and what happens when they give bad info and it is not checked out by the police the info is acted on.

412-Anatomy of a Chase (Denver P.D.)
SOURCE: Denver Police Dept. Office of Training
DATE: 1988
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Denver P.D. training film of chase filmed by a Denver TV station from a helicopter in which a Denver P.D. Patrol Officer was killed. Narrator discusses safe methods and alternatives to use to stop a fleeing suspect in a vehicle. Used to illustrate reasons to practice safe driving techniques and the possible consequences of high speed chases when on the job.

435-LA Bank Robbery
SOURCE: NBC Dateline News Program
DATE: 1997
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Dateline expose’ of the two heavily armed and protected bank robbers who got into a shootout with hundreds of LA Police Officers in the San Fernando Valley, CA area. Shootout occurs in broad day light and in the streets in front of and around the bank. Used several local TV news station’s film footage in report.

436-Waco (ATF Raw Footage)
SOURCE: ATF
DATE: Unknown
501-Court CSO Courtroom Orientation Video  
SOURCE: USMS  
DATE: 7/2000  
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Quick history of the USMS as an intro and then discusses the responsibility of the CSO's as relates to courtrooms and courtroom functions and the security of the courthouse.

502-Security Awareness in the Federal Courts  
SOURCE: Unknown  
DATE: Unknown  
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of courthouse and courtroom security. (A good tape for all courthouse employees—not just USMS employees)

503-Judicial Security (Security Awareness in Federal Courts-English Version of tape #502)  
SOURCE: Media Operations-Federal Judicial Center  
DATE: Unknown  
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: This is the same tape as # 502 above. It was just titled differently in the shelf- and is the English version.

504-Jury Tampering Story  
SOURCE: Day One (Network TV News Show)  
DATE: 04-21-95  
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Defendant facing life sentence gets his wife to offer money and sex to a juror to vote not guilty. Goes over recent history of jury tampering in federal and states courts with mob defendants. (100 cases in last 5 years)

505-Courtroom Security-4 parts  
SOURCE: LETN (Law Enforcement Television Network)  
DATE: Unknown  
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT:  
1) missing  
2) Video arraignments from jail and other ways to avoid moving a prisoner outside of the jail security area.  
3) Proper transportation and security procedures when moving prisoners to and from courtrooms and courthouses.  
4) Training officers for providing security to the courtrooms and courthouses

506-Courtroom Fight: Guilty Verdict-San Diego County  
SOURCE: San Diego County Sheriff's Office  
DATE: 10-16-01
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: During the reading of a verdict, a relative of the defendant attacks the Deputy Sheriff guarding the defendant. The defendant gets on top of the Deputy Sheriff and tries to take his weapon. Gets his radio by accident. The relative is involved in the fight against 8 deputy sheriffs along with the defendant. OC pellet is fired, stun is used on the defendant and other items of interest including bad tactics.

514-Shooting-Los Angeles State Court(Prisoner Handling, Court Security)
SOURCE: Channel 13-Los Angeles
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: News article on a defendant who was convicted of four misdemeanors and came back to the courthouse the next day to get a new trial. Holds assistant prosecutor hostage until finally shot by a deputy. Followed by an expose’ on courthouse security in Los Angeles County discussing the safety arrangements in place in LA County courthouses and courtrooms. Demonstrates to DUSMs that no charge or disagreement is too small for an individual to become dangerous to the judiciary and court employees and DUSMs. Also teaches importance of courthouse security.

516-Port St. Joe Incident
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Story about [redacted] who had been involved in a divorce for two years and was in the judge’s chambers for a meeting with his wife and the lawyers to discuss alimony. [redacted] becomes enraged and kills the judge, his wife’s attorney, the wife’s sister-in-law and one other person and is in the process of shooting his wife when the sheriff shoots and wounds [redacted]. The video narrates the events using still photos and film of the areas that were involved. Used as an example to DUSMs of possible court violence and the importance of stopping weapons from entering the courthouse.

517-“Courtroom Violence”(expose)
SOURCE: CBS “Eye To Eye” with Connie Chung
DATE: 08-05-93
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Discussion of violence in America’s courtrooms including the “Topeka Incident” and other courtroom incidents. Interviews with judges and what they are doing to protect themselves in the courtroom.

520-Judge Paul Benson
SOURCE: KTHI News TV(NBC)
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Numerous unedited news bits that were used to put together the evening newscast of the attempted mail bombing of Federal Judge Paul Benson in Fargo, ND. Clips show interviews with members of various law enforcement agencies investigating the case, raw footage of bomb sniffing dogs and their army handlers, postal operations in the sorting section of the post office near where the pipe bomb exploded and the press conference that followed the explosion of the bomb after the package it was mailed in exploded when it was tossed into a mail cart by a postal employee. Used to illustrate the danger to the judiciary by disgruntled litigants and criminals who are facing federal charges.
521-Judge Duranco Killing
SOURCE: A Current Affair
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Expose' on the federal court case involving a female bank employee who had an affair with a bank officer and after it was ended sued the bank for sexual harassment and discrimination. Her father, an ex-cop from New York City became obsessed with his daughter’s case and both spent all of their money and the father’s retirement pursuing the suit after the attorneys quit saying they had no case. Judge Duranco, after seven years, dismissed the case for lack of merit. The father found out where Duranco lived and stalked his house and on one Saturday morning found Duranco working in his garden and shot him and then committed suicide. Used to demonstrate to DUSMs the dangers to the judiciary when they are away from the protections of the courthouse.

524-Topeka Incident
SOURCE: News Channel 13
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: News Channel 13 series called “Courthouse Crisis.” Federal defendant Jack McKnight on 08-05-93, came to the federal courthouse after having been convicted of drugs and weapons charges, and assaulted the courthouse. One news organization reviews the days events months later using computer graphics and interviews with victims, police and courthouse employees. Shows how McKnight blew up two cars to distract the police and then entered the federal building getting off on the 4th floor elevator where the court offices were. As he exited the elevator he shot and killed a Court Security Officer and proceeded to the clerk’s office throwing pipe bombs and shooting. Five people were injured. He barricaded himself in the clerk’s office shooting and throwing bombs eventually killing himself. Used to demonstrate to DUSMs the threat to federal courthouses and methods used to penetrate the courthouse’s outer and inner security perimeter and the lengths a person will go to penetrate the security.

525-Courtroom Security A & B-Dahmer
SOURCE: LETN-SPECIAL ADDITION
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: A five part series on courtroom security which uses the Milwaukee Court System’s security setup during the Richard Dahmer murder trial as an example. The series in is five parts: “The Problem”(Courtroom Security); “Alternatives To The Traditional Courtroom Setting;” “Prisoner Transportation & Security Procedures;” “Practical Training For Court Personnel Including The Establishment of a Secure Perimeter;” and “Exploring the Use Of Metal Detectors, Securing the Bullpen, and Handling Confrontations.” Used to teach courtroom security concerns to DUSMs.

701-DUSM Test
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Around 1989
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of the DUSM Exam and the types of questions. Used to familiarize candidates with the test.
702-America's Star (newest version)
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: History & mission of the USMS

703-DOJ Orientation Video
SOURCE: DOJ
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of the U.S. Dept. of Justice

704-Serving Papers: The Hidden Threat-Part I
SOURCE: STAR POINTS, INC
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Through interviews, news clips and reenactments, demonstrates instances where law enforcement officers have been assaulted and shot attempting to serve civil process. Used to make DUSMs aware that even a non-threatening task such as serving papers can lead to a life or death situation.

705-Justice For Victims
SOURCE: DOJ
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of the DOJ Victim/Witness Program

706-DOJ Ethics Training
SOURCE: DOJ
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: Overview of ethics laws and responsibilities of DOJ employees to be above the law and ethical.

707-Seized Asset Management-A Matter of the Public’s Trust
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of the responsibility of the USMS and its employees in seizing, managing, and disposing of seized assets.

708-Ready To Serve-The USMS Fitness Program
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: 2002
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: The proper techniques for doing the USMS PEB for new recruits.

709-Avoiding Heat Stress-Training Smart
SOURCE: FLETC
DATE: 2003
710-Procurement Ethics For The Program Personnel
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown-about 1989 (Director Hudson at the time)
SYNOPSIS: An overview of the proper ethical and legal procedures in the procurement process as outlined in the Procurement Integrity Act, 41 USC 423. It also discusses the legal ramifications of unethical and/or illegal acts while in the procurement position.

711-CTSS-COMPUTER SECURITY 101
SOURCE: DOJ
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS: An overview of the proper procedures to maintain the security of computers so as not to allow unauthorized access that may destroy, reveal or compromise sensitive material.

712-America's Star (original version)
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: History & mission of the USMS

713-Sexual Harassment? You Decide. (EEO)
SOURCE: USMS
DATE: 2005
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: An overview of USMS Policy in the area of sexual harassment. Includes numerous scenarios followed by critique and discussion. Also has a shorter version following the first version. It is to be used with a workbook provided by EEO.

732-USMS Stock Footage
SOURCE: Various local news telecasts
DATE: Unknown
SYNOPSIS OF TAPE CONTENT: This is a video compiled by the USMS Public Information Office in Washington, D.C. for distribution to USMS offices nationwide as an informational service to the local offices about items of interest that have occurred around the country. The video consist of local newscasts of stories that feature the USMS. The stories are usually submitted by the offices from which the newscasts appeared. This was a standard practice 10 years ago and is no longer in practice due to budgetary concerns. This tape consist of:
WFLD-FOX 32 NEWS (Chicago) & WLS-TV Channel 7 (Chicago): News coverage of the shooting deaths of a DUSM and a Court Security Officer (CSO) during an attempted escape from the federal courthouse garage area in Chicago by a bank robber who was shot at the same time by the CSO that died. The robber received a fatal wound and killed himself.
WUSA-9 NEWS (D.C.) & WJLA-TV NEWS (D.C.): News article about a USMS auction of seized assets that were forfeited by the courts. The assets were seized from drug dealers as a result of their illegal activities.
NEWS CHANNEL 8 (D.C.): USMS Fugitive profiles similar to the same format used by America's Most Wanted but without the reenactments and on a local channel rather than nationwide.
WALA 10 (Mobile, AL): News story on money given to two local counties by the USMS to